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Why Sociology?

Concise and small syllabus: The Sociology optional for UPSC has a con-
cise and small syllabus and is a less exacting subject compared to the 
other optional offered, which a student from any educational back-
ground can handle with ease.

1

High Average Score: Scoring an average mark of 270+ is manageable for 
any serious aspirant provided they have the right guidance from 
SocioMentors3

Repetitive Nature of Questions: More than 60% of questions are repeat-
ed every year in Sociology Optional Paper.4

Overlap with GS papers: Learning Sociology helps to score better marks 
in GS Paper I, Ethics and Essay.5

Personality Test: Sociology Optional preparation also helps a candidate 
better equipped for the Personality Test as the subject itself makes the 
candidate analyse the problems of society in greater depth.6

Relatable and Interesting Content: Sociology with its diverse and inter-
esting content also makes a student from any educational background 
handle the subject with ease.2
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Student receives 
one to one feedback
after submission of the test

Sociology Test Series, 2024
With Regular Tests, Value added sessions

Feedbacks, Answer key, Discussion etc

Student joins
SocioMentors

Interactive Sessions by
integrating Current Affairs
with Theory

Tests conducted 
after completion of 
every chapter

Detailed test discussions 
after every test

Revision classes
after completion
of Major topics

Full Tests of 
Paper 1 and 2 after
Completion of each Paper

Prelims 2024

Support for 
Prelims 2024

Comprehensive Coverage of Syllabus: We cover the entire syllabus of Paper 1 and
Paper 2. Our programme is holistic and integrated to the needs of UPSC exam.

Elaborate Lectures and notes: We also provide comprehensive textbooks with
diagrams and mindmaps.

Answer writing practice: We conduct regular topic wise tests, that helps to improve
the answers of our students

Mentorship & Guidance: After every topic wise test one to one mentorship is 
scheduled for personalised feedbacks and improvement plans

Current Affairs Connect: Our classes focuses on connecting contemporary issues 
with Sociology theories, thereby helping students understand how to apply theory 
to current affairs

Test Series Included: Full-fledged test series focused on Mains exam with Elaborate 
Answer Key,  Test Discussion and Timely evaluation.



AIR 113 CSE 2020

All India 2nd Topper for Sociology
Optional in CSE 2020

Socio
Mentors

Dear Sibil Manha sir,
        I had joined Sociomentors test series for my mains preparation for 2021.
I had prepared sociology with very limited resource and so i was lacking in 
content side. Hence I was quite stressed on how to get good marks in sociol-
ogy paper. However I was able to learn through the standard dimensions 
approach and current affairs linkage techniques on how to add depth to 
answers even with limited content.The exercise on how to generate multiple 
dimensions on various topics using frameworks helped to clear many doubts 
in my mind.

Overall I would like to thank you for enabling me to score 288 in sociology 
this year even at the face of limited preparation. 

Thank you SocioMentors for the 
guidance in sociology answer 
writing. The personal mentorship 
and feedback sessions were very 
helpful for improving my 
confidence and performance in 
answer writing. The detailed 
answer keys were also useful in 
enriching the answers.

The discussion sessions with Deepu 
and Sibil especially on the sociological 
aspects of contemporary issues have 
helped me to score better in Sociology. 
Many thanks to both of them being so 
approchable and supportive

Sociology Optional
Marks: 288

More than 50% of students who wrote

mains with us appeared for Personality Test

AIR 6 CSE 2020

Civil Services 2021 Result AIR 274
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For Enquiry and Admissions

Call: 6282895904
sociomentors@gmail.com
sociomentors.com

One of the highest Sociology
Optional marks in India 

AFNAN

Classes Starts in June 2023 
SocioMentors
Pipeline Rd, Kowdiar,
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala


